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The Reclamation of the Abbots’ Ale   
Mon 2 April 2018 

 

Naught spikey elves have nicked-off with the Abbots’ prized booze. The monasteries wine cellars and 

microbrewery have been overrun and cleared out! 

There’s only one man that can get it back. Well, one dwarf… and his army…there’s some debts to be 

settled in blood and some beer to be quaffed in volume as a reward.  

Let’s get stuck in, Charge! 

 

Figure 1. The blurry generals ready their troops for war. Scott, aka Nemeroth Left; John Bob, aka Ulthred Right. Note that 
the Battle Beer has already been deployed! 
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THE DETAILS: 
 

VERSION:   2 (point something, something, something. The most recent one.)  

POINTS:   1250 apiece. 

LISTS:    Ask the generals! There were some elves involved. And some 

walking beards. 

SECONDARY OBJECTIVE:  Break through. 

BATTLE BEER:   The scribe and general’s beverage of choice, abbot’s ale, speckled 

hen and generic red wine. 

THE BATTLE FIELD:  Green, with some bits on. 

 

Figure 2. The field of conflict (Ignore the walls marking deployment and cables denoting the presence of the Laptop of 
Knowledge). 

 

DEPLOYMENT: 

After a few odd drops Scott just banged everything down and elected to go first. Both units of 

Legionnaires, one acting as body guard to the general, take up the centre of the line. The raptor 

chariots and repeater bolt thrower secure their left flank. The Executioners man the hill on the right 

flank. 
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Figure 3. The Spikey Elf Host. Note the blurry RBT defending the battle booze in the distance. 

The grubby and all too sober dwarf host muster around the monastery careful not to get shot by 

elven artillery. Note the Steamcopter playing peekaboo behind the building. 

 

Figure 4. The Beardy Throng. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 1 
Movement: The Elven host advance swiftly. Although I have no picture. They were so swift the 

camera couldn’t pick it up. 

Magic:  Nothing yet. Nothing in range I guess. 

Shooting: The hawk eyed crew of the Repeater Bolt Thrower lined up on the Seekers popping 

off two. No honourable doom for those two losers, mwah, ha, ha, ha!!!! 

 

DWARVEN HOLDS TURN 1 
Movement: The dwarf throng advance cautiously. The steam copter can’t risk getting charged so 

plays it safe on the flank worrying the Executives with its shooty things. 

 

Figure 5. Dwarves ambling toward the enemy. 

Magic:  Nowt. Nada. Non. Nein. Bugger all. 

Shooting: The copter rattles off a couple of executioners with a rat-tat-tat and a ho, ho, ho. 
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Figure 6. A pilot’s eye view of Ulthred’s Throng. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 2 
Movement: The Executives don’t want to keep getting shot for no real reward so charge the 

skirmishing Doom Seekers hoping to then push on into enemy lines. 

The chariot attempted to charge the warriors on the dwarf right flank. They get objects and obscene 

language lobbed at them but no damage is caused. However, the sun is only just dawning so the 

raptors just don’t have the puff just yet and they failed their charge. 

For reasons unknown, but probably down to the battle brew, the middle unit of Legionnaires dally in 

centre field with their flank turned to the oncoming dwarf line. Strange goings on afoot me thinks.  

Combat: The Executioners hack and slash on the seekers doing 6 wounds but 2 get agies-ed 

away. The deranged dwarves get to do their ‘You’re coming with me’ but didn’t do any wounds. The 

Execs over run into Left most Dwarf Warrior, exposing their flank to the gyro in the process. It’s 

worth noting that if the RBT hadn’t done a couple of wounds to the Seekers earlier the Elf Elites 

would have been held up by a single stunty loon. 

 

Figure 7. Moody Elves! Dwarf dissection time! Slashy, slashy! 

 

DWARVEN HOLDS TURN 2 
Movement: The Anal Beards and their Thane charge into the Execs. 

The gyro goes into the flank of the sword and legionnaires. 
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The right most warrior unit pushes up to maintain the dwarf line. 

 

Figure 8. Carnage all round as the two forces come together. This gonna get messy... 

Magic:  No magic. No wizards. No point in this sentence. 

Shooting:  None. Although it’s possible the Right hand warriors forgot to lob their sticks and bit 

of fluff at the chariot. But more probably they were out of range. 

Combat: 1 executioner swings at the thane, does 1 hit and a W. With no shield and therefore 

no aegis the Thane suffers double wounds! Quite a shock to the dwarf general. 

The rest of the elven elite swing at the warriors doing 8 wounds but 4 get dwarfed away by beardy-

ness and aegis. 

The greybeards go back and did absolutely nothing. The small unit of beardling warriors go doing 3 

W with not 1 being saved. Poor elves. 

The thane managed to take a guy down. 9-7 for the dwarves. The elves are down to DIS 7 and failed 

by a tad. Both dwarf units pursue and manage to out distance the long legged bastards! 

The overrunning Bum Beards crash into the flank of the unengaged legionnaires moping about in the 

centre field, oblivious to all around them. Dwarves ambushing elves? Bunkum! Hogwash! 

The steam copter wins by a charge, but the steadfast legionnaires hold. 
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Figure 9. Kerr-unch! Thirsty Dwarves smash through the elven battle line. 

 

Turn 2 has only just finished and there’s big combat already! 
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DREAD ELF TURN 3 
Movement: The chariot charges the Right hand warriors. They stand and shoot but do no 

damage again. There’s no other real movement.  

 

Combat:  The chariot does bugger all with impacts but the charioteers poke down a couple of 

beards. 

The raptors manage to take down a third. The warriors return and manage to put a W through. 

4-1 chariot has to overrun and squashes them all flat. 

 

In centre stage the Legionnaires poke away furiously at the geriatric dwarves but fail to do anything. 

In return however, The Long Beards/ Grey Beards/ Old Beards/ Whatever do 3 wounds! 

Its 10-0 to the dwarfs. The nimble elves know they’re out matched and run 8 with the Bum Beards 

merely waddling after them a poultry walking frame 4. 

 

Figure 10. Cowardly custardy elves run back the way they came. 

DWARVEN HOLDS TURN 3:  
Movement: The left/ nearest warriors charge the fleeing legionnaires who run even further 

stopping just short of the table edge. Lucky! 

The Old Beards stomp over the hill into the enemy territory to claim that beer. 
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Figure 11. Raaagh! Furious Dwarves invade the enemy territory! 
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DREAD ELF TURN 4 
Movement: The dread Legionnaires fail to rally and flee off the board! 

The raptor chariot pivots to face the back of the Left hand warriors. 

Shooting: the chariot plinks off a dwarf warrior. 

The RBT only does one wound to the same target. 

Combat: the Right hand legionnaires kill the gyro somehow and reform to face the dwarf line 

as best they can. 

 

DWARVEN HOLD TURN 4 
Moves:  the left warriors leg it into the shelter of the hill to hide from the RBT and 

charges I guess. 

The greybeards pivot to face the main battle, well the legionnaires and chariot, and the thane blasts 

away with his pistol….but misses. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 5 
Movement: make or break time. The chariot and the general’s retinue both charge the 

greybeards. The thane takes a pot shot in reaction but misses. Again. The elf general’s legionnaires 

fail the charge but the chariot crashes in all the same. 

No shooting:  All shootists are out of action. They’ve plinked their last plonk. They’ve shot their 

last shaft. 

Combat: the chariot mows down a couple of dwarfs, the charioteer’s shish-kebab another. 

The lizard-things do nothing at all. They decided dwarf meat wasn’t all that good. It’s dirty. And too 

tough. 

The greybeards go back but wiff entirely. The Thane, who was down to just one wound was 

conveniently just outside reach of the combat and refused to make way. Coward! 

 

WHERE’S DH TURN 5?  
Who knows? Who cares? Thing happened, stuff occurred. Lessons were learn. Stories unfolded. Junk 

transpired. Friends were lost and gained. Honour was sort. 
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DREAD ELF TURN 6, IN THAT CASE… 
Movement: The Elven General charges out into Long Beards seeking to challenge their champ 

and secure his honour before inevitable clobbering. 

Combat: The pointy eared general hits the champion thrice, but scored snake eyes when 

wounding. Bah! 

Champ goes back doing only 1W but the elfs fine armour saves him from humiliation.  

The chariot Knights manage to do a single wound. 

The Thane wiffs entirely. 

The raptors gore at the thane but wiff entirely. 

The greybeards go back but wiff entirely…I guess everyone is too sleep to fight proper.  

The midgets win by a musician! The rowdiest Pillow fight ever! 

Unfortunately both elf units run. 

The Chariot escapes through the legionnaires. But the poor eleven general is run down in front of his 

remaining troops. Bad times. Very discouraging behaviour. 

 

Figure 12. The chariot has had enough for one day leaving the legionnaires facing off against some rampaging beards. The 
legionnaires watch in horror as their fleeing general is hacked down mercilessly. 

DWARVEN HOLDS TURN 6 
Moves:  The Long Bears charge into legionnaires. 

Combat:  The Legionnaires strike down a couple of ancient octogenarians but in 

return 5 elves are pulverised. The thane even racks up a couple of kills too. 
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Figure 13. Time for another round of ‘squash the elves’! 

It’s a mighty 10 – 2 for the dwarfs. The elves run a fair amount but the dwarf legs are just too short…  

And that’s a wrap! 
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RESULTS 
Erm…the Dwarves won. By lots. 

 

The only thing in the Elf army left on the table was the Repeater Bolt Thrower. Other than that there 

were some Legionnaires and the chariot but they were both fleeing for the hills. 

The dwarves had a unit of warriors and the Thane and his retinue left. Furthermore they secured the 

secondary objective. 

 

FINAL THOUGHTS AND WRAP UP 
DH – JBs initial instincts were to close with the enemy ASAP and do max damage with his short 

range missile fire, with little in return, forcing the elves into combat. His last thoughts were of 

actually trying to take the enemy deployment. However as soon as the lucky over run happened he 

went for it. The 2nd objective was least of his worries. 

DE – Scotts first scheme was to be clever with deployment. By lording over the field on his left flank 

with the RBT encouraged the dwarfs to congregate on the opposite corner? JB had to have his forces 

stay at long range or risk losing lots of expensive dwarves. This worked well allowing Scott to roughly 

guess where the majority of his match-ups would drop. Wiley plays. 

Not entirely sure what those legionaries were doing centre field showing their flank to the dwarf 

battle line. Baiting the enemy for easy charges or preparing in advance for a would-be flanking from 

the steamcopter? Or just poor beer addled plays by elves who are used to fine easily digestible 

wines? You decide. 

As our little club is seeing so often, throughout our battles it always looks like one side has got the 

upper hand right up until a tiny seemingly insignificant dice roll comes along and lady luck turns the 

whole game on its head. Good times. 

Satyr – Some shoddy note taking and pictographic evidence all-round. Excellent work on the battle 

beer front however-he won the game of ‘Drink’ and had to have an early night. Nice mix of fine ales 

and pokey wines sampled. 

 


